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Reduced-Complexity Detection and
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Abstract—Based on a recent extension of Laurent decomposi-
tion of continuous phase modulation (CPM) signals into a sum of
linearly modulated components, we derive a class of reduced-
complexity maximum-likelihood (ML) coherent detection and
closed-loop phase synchronization schemes.

The complexity of the resulting detection schemes, expressed
in terms of the number of matched filters and states of a Viterbi
algorithm, is significantly reduced with respect to that of optimal
coherent receivers with negligible performance loss. This result
extends a known one valid for the binary case to multilevel
CPM. The proposed synchronization schemes do not require an
increased number of matched filters, and are perfectly suitable
to be used in conjunction with these receivers.

Based on the phase-locked loop (PLL) equivalent linear model,
a method for optimizing the parameters of digital second-order
PLL’s is presented. Numerical examples, based on theoretical
analysis and computer simulation, are provided for two specific
formats in the CPM class: tamed frequency modulation (TFM)
and a quaternary raised-cosine (RC) modulation.

Index Terms— Continuous phase modulation, maximum-
likelihood estimation, phase-locked loops.

I. INTRODUCTION

CPM -ary signals are attractive for their good power and
spectral efficiency within the class of constant envelope

signals, but often require a maximum likelihood sequence
detector implemented using the Viterbi algorithm [1]. The
optimal receiver consists of a bank of matched filters,

being the duration in symbol intervals of the so-calledfre-
quency pulse, followed by a Viterbi processor which searches
a trellis diagram with states, where is the number
of phase states. As a consequence, multilevel schemes with
large which offer a large efficiency in terms of power and
spectrum, require rather complex receivers.

Several authors have approached the problem of reducing
the complexity of the optimal receiver by means of a search
on a trellis with a reduced number of states [2] or through
a “reduced search” on the entire original trellis [3]. In [4],
the authors propose a simplified signal representation, which
results in a reduction of the number of matched filters, and
techniques for reducing the state complexity of the trellis
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diagram. In [5], they also face the problem of phase and timing
synchronization by decision-directed ML estimation exploiting
the specific signal representation.

In terms of complexity reduction, a more efficient signal
representation is adopted in this paper. By means of Laurent
representation [6], recently extended by Mengali and Morelli
to the -ary case [7], CPM signals may be exactly or
approximately decomposed into a sum of linearly modulated
components. Laurent representation has been used by Kaleh
[8] to significantly reduce the size of the filter bank and the
number of trellis states in coherent detectors for binary CPM.
Using the extended Laurent representation [7], this result is
confirmed to hold for multilevel CPM signals. Similarly to the
binary case [8], for -ary CPM signals, the effective number
of matched filters and states of the Viterbi processor is quite
limited. As an example, for a quaternary 2RC modulation with
index (i.e., the frequency pulse is RC with duration

a practically optimal receiver is composed of only 4
matched filters and a Viterbi processor with 4 states, whereas
the optimal receiver requires 32 filters and 16 states. An
alternative derivation of Laurent representation in the special
case of a binary CPM with modulation index and
its possible use for obtaining simplified symbol-by-symbol
receivers were presented in [9]. An important characteristic
of Laurent representation is the fact that it allows one to
achieve a simultaneous reduction in the number of matched
filters and trellis states. These complexity reduction tasks are
treated separately in [4], with the result that a greater effort is
required both at the conceptual and receiver design level.

In synchronization applications, Laurent representation has
been used to derive a class of non data-aided frequency
detectors [10]. By using the extended Laurent representation,
we derive a class of decision-directed reduced-complexity
ML closed-loop phase synchronization schemes for-ary
CPM signals, which are particularly suitable to be employed
in conjunction with optimal or reduced-complexity receivers
based on the same signal representation. It is shown that the
same filters necessary for coherent detection are also sufficient
for synchronization purposes. A carrier recovery algorithm for
binary CPM signals with [11], similar to a special case
of the synchronization schemes proposed in this paper, was
brought to the authors’ attention during the review process.

The proposed synchronization schemes have been analyzed
in terms of acquisition time, robustness to phase jitter, mean
time between phase slips, and transient behavior. A method
to optimize the tracking properties of the proposed synchro-
nization schemes is proposed, which takes into account the
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possible presence of oscillator instabilities modeled as phase-
continuous step-like instantaneous frequency variations [12],
[13]. Computer simulation has also been used to confirm and
extend the theoretical analysis.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
we review the signal model based on the extended Laurent
representation. This signal model is used in Section III to
realize reduced-complexity coherent detectors and to derive
a general ML synchronization structure. In Section IV, we
analyze the proposed synchronization schemes, and provide
a loop optimization algorithm. In Section V, we present
numerical results. Conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. SIGNAL MODEL

The complex envelope of CPM signals has the form [1],
[4], [14]

(1)

in which is the energy per information symbol of the
bandpass received signal,is the symbol interval, and
represents the information-bearing phase function

(2)

where is the modulation index and are
relatively prime integers), the information symbols
are independent and take on values in the-ary alpha-
bet with equal probability, and

represents the information sequence.
The function is the phase-smoothing responsewhich
describes how the phase evolves with time, and is assumed
to satisfy the following normalization condition

for
for

(3)

in which is a positive integer and is the duration of the
frequency pulse defined by

(4)

Based on Laurent representation [6], extended by Mengali
and Morelli [7], the complex envelope of CPM signals may
be exactly expressed as

(5)

where and the expressions of
the pulses the symbols as a function of
the information symbol sequence , and their correlation
sequence may be found in [7]. By
truncating the summation in (5) to the first
terms, the expression of may be approximated as

(6)

If and the pulses we
obviously obtain the exact representation. As shown in [7],
most of the signal power is concentrated in the first

components, associated with the pulses with
which are denoted asprincipal. As a

consequence, a value of and the pulses
may be used in (6) to attain a very good tradeoff between

approximation quality and number of signal components. For
this approximation may be slightly improved by

selecting the pulses in order to minimize the mean-
square error (MSE) with respect to the exact signal. Each of
the resulting pulses may be expressed as the sum of the
corresponding plus a combination of delayed versions
of nonprincipal pulses [7].

As an example for a quaternary CPM, assuming and
decomposing the information symbol in two
binary symbols and belonging to the alphabet
as suggested in [7], we may write

(7)

Assuming that and are not integers, the symbols of the
first three signal components may be expressed as (here we
follow the notation in [7])

(8)

with

(9)

This specific case for will be used in the numerical
results.

For binary CPM signals, the representation (5) holds with
(Laurent representation). The time pulses the

symbols as a function of the information symbol se-
quence and their correlation sequence may also
be found in [6]. Note that the symbols are, in general,
correlated even when are independent. Most of the signal
power is carried by the signal component corresponding to
pulse The duration of this pulse is The next
significant pulse is whose duration is

In the special case of minimum shift-keying (MSK)-type
modulations, i.e., binary CPM with (also called
generalized MSK), the approximation with the first component
is optimal in the MSE sense [6]. The symbol
sequence corresponding to first signal component is
simply related to the information symbol sequence by

(10)
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For the symbol sequence corresponding to the
second signal component is defined by

(11)

Symbols and are uncorrelated for and for
i.e.,

for and
otherwise.

(12)

Evidently, the first component is sufficient to carry the binary
information symbols; theraison d’êtreof the other components
is to give to the signal its constant envelope.

In this paper, the approximation (6) represents the con-
ceptual basis for the derivation of the detection and phase
synchronization schemes. Since most of the signal power
is carried by a few signal components, we consider only

terms in (6). This approach has been used
in [8] to derive reduced-complexity near-optimal receivers for
Gaussian–MSK (GMSK) modulation. These receivers consider
at most two signal components [those associated with
and The justification for this approach is based on the
results reported in [8] which show that a fraction 0.992 of the
total signal power is carried by the first signal component, a
fraction 0.008 by the second, and only a fraction
by the others.

For TFM (binary CPM with [15] and quaternary
2RC modulation with we observed a similar
behavior, i.e., approximations of CPM signals based on the
first linear components practically entail negligible degrada-
tions. Specifically, the first two and three components may
be used to approximate the considered TFM and quaternary
CPM formats, respectively. As an example, for the considered
quaternary 2RC modulation, the energy of the first signal
component pulse, normalized to the sum of the energy of
all pulses, is 0.751, the second and the third pulses have
normalized energy 0.129 each, whereas the fraction of energy
of the remaining pulses is We remark that, unlike
the case of MSK-type modulations in which the energy of
each pulse corresponds to the fraction of the total signal
power carried by the relevant signal component [6], for 2RC
modulation with and this is true only
approximately due to symbol correlation.

These conclusions on complexity reduction of the receiver
structures may also be drawn in applications of Laurent
representation to the realization of frequency detectors such
as those proposed in [10], in which, for MSK-type signals,
no performance benefit is attained taking into account more
than two components, and extend to the proposed detection
and phase synchronization schemes.

III. REDUCED-COMPLEXITY COHERENT

DETECTION AND PHASE SYNCHRONIZATION

The complex envelope of the received signal may be mod-
eled, assuming perfect knowledge of symbol timing, as

(13)

where is a complex-valued Gaussian white noise process
with independent components, each with two-sided power
spectral density and is a constant or slowly varying
phase shift introduced by the channel.

Under the assumption that the received signal is observed
in the interval and exploiting the constant
envelope property of a CPM signal, the relevant likelihood
function for both coherent detection and phase synchronization
is [1]

(14)

where and denote generic values of phase and information
sequence, respectively, which play the role of independent
variables (continuous the first and discrete the second).

Substituting expression (6) of in (14), we obtain

(15)

where are obviously defined in terms of the information
sequence [e.g., for MSK-type signals according to (10) and,
for (11)]. For a sufficiently long observation interval

the integral in (15) may be interpreted as the
output of a filter matched to the pulse [i.e., with impulse
response If we define

(16)

where denotesconvolution, the likelihood function (14) may
be expressed as

(17)

A coherent ML detection receiver selects the information
sequence according to

(18)

where

(19)

and the variable takes on the value assumed by the channel
phase shift in (19) may be interpreted as branch
metrics in a properly defined trellis diagram. As a conse-
quence, the maximization of (18) may be performed by means
of a Viterbi algorithm. Considering a signal decomposition
(6) by principal pulses only (i.e., it may be
shown that, for multilevel formats the number of
states of the relevant trellis diagram is(see the expression
of the symbols corresponding to the principle pulses
in [7]). This number of states must be compared to that of
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the optimal receiver Beyond the state complexity
reduction entailed by the simplified signal representation, in
principle, a further reduction may be obtained by the technique
of reduced state sequence estimation (RSSE) [16], first applied
to CPM modulations in [4].

As an example for a quaternary CPM and assuming
(signal represented by its principal pulses), the branch metrics
depend only on symbols and Substituting (9)
in (8), they may be expressed as (recall the assumption that

and are not integers)

(20)

and a state may be identified as

(21)

This expression is similar to the phase state of a CPM
signal—the total number of states is then[4], [14].

We now consider the problem of ML data-aided phase syn-
chronization. The relevant likelihood function to be maximized
is given by (17) in which equals the correct information
symbol sequence Accordingly, the ML data-aided phase
estimate is

(22)

This expression is a simple generalization of a well-known re-
sult valid for linear modulations, the only difference being the
fact that a summation of terms is present (inner sum), which
may be interpreted as contributions of each signal component
of the extended Laurent representation. As a consequence, the
standard derivation of ML data-aided phase synchronization
schemes for linear modulations may be generalized in a
straightforward fashion.

In order to obtain a solution in a recursive form, we may
differentiate with respect to and perform the max-
imization by an iterative search through a gradient algorithm.
The estimate is the value of for which
vanishes. This value may be obtained as the equilibrium
of a recursive algorithm which models a second-order digital
PLL according to

(23)

where the error signal is

(24)

having defined In (23), is the output of
a first-order loop filter, is the current estimate of and

are the loop parameters, and we have introduced the delay
which will be justified below. It is immediately apparent

that the error signal is a sum of terms, each due to one of the
signal components.

Besides possible applications of the above results in which
either the phase reference may be considered known and a
coherent detector implemented (pilot tone), or the information
symbols may be considered known and a true data-aided
ML phase synchronizer realized (training or pilot symbols),
a common situation could be one in which simultaneous data
detection and phase synchronization have to be performed.
A typical solution to this specific problem of data detection
without an explicit phase reference consists of utilizing a
coherent detector which employs a phase reference obtained
by a data-aided phase synchronizer driven by previous data
decisions (decision-directed PLL). In this case, the branch
metrics become

(25)

and (24) is replaced by

(26)

where are suitable data decisions.
As we have already noted, the receiver may contain a Viterbi

processor which releases data decisions with a delay that may
be large. This delay may be harmful to the tracking capabilities
of a PLL. For this reason, we employ tentative low-delay
decisions, made on the currently best survivor, to calculate
the error in (26). Delay in (23) represents the number
of steps backward, along the best survivor, necessary to make
decisions which are reliable enough to direct the PLL. Large
values of parameter yield more reliable decisions, but, at the
same time, a degraded synchronizer response to rapid changes
in the carrier phase. As a consequence, the value ofhas been
optimized by simulation. The structure of this receiver which
employs a decision-directed PLL is shown in Fig. 1, in which

denotes the Viterbi algorithm detection depth.

IV. SYNCHRONIZER ANALYSIS

AND OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed
data-aided ML synchronization schemes. This analysis is ap-
proximately valid for a decision-directed scheme under the
realistic assumption of low error probability.
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Fig. 1. Receiver and PLL structures.

Fig. 2. Equivalent model of a PLL.

A. Steady-State Analysis

An equivalent model of a PLL is shown in Fig. 2 [13]. We

define the phase error and the parameter
as the processing delay introduced by the filters matched to
the pulses The noise sequence depends on thermal
noise and data symbols (see Appendix B). In the following,
we indicate with the transfer function of the cascade of
the loop filter and voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO)

(27)

which may easily be obtained by-transforming (23).
It is well-known that theS-curveof a PLL may be defined as

(28)

A linear equivalent model of a PLL is obtained substituting the
-curve with its linear approximation for By defining

the block in Fig. 2 may be
replaced by a linear element with input–output characteristic

Assuming that all tentative decisions are correct, expressions
for the -curve and power spectral density of may be
derived. These expressions are realistic models of the PLL
behavior in the steady state and for a small phase jitter (i.e.,

For MSK-type modulations, an analytical derivation
of the -curve presented in Appendix A allows us to express

TABLE I
NUMERATOR OFBEQT FOR GIVEN VALUES OF D0 + d AND A

TABLE II
DENOMINATOR OF BEQT FOR GIVEN VALUES OF D0 + d AND A

as

(29)

where is the received energy per information bit. This result
has been confirmed by computer simulation. An expression of

for the general case of -ary CPM signals may also be
found in Appendix A.

In the steady state, the loop transfer function is

(30)

where and are the -transform of and
respectively. This transfer function allows us to evaluate the
one-sidednoise-equivalent bandwidthof the loop defined
as (see [17, p. 187])

(31)

This second integral may be analytically evaluated using
Cauchy’s residue theorem. The resulting expression of
may be put in the rational form

(32)

where the polynomials and are given in
Tables I and II for some values of (from (30) and
(31), it is clear that depends on and through their
sum An extended list may be found in [18].
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The evaluation of the power spectral density of
described for TFM in Appendix B allows us to conclude that

is: 1) practically independent of the data sequence,
and 2) nearly constant in the frequency range of interest, with

Therefore, for TFM, the phase error
variance may be expressed as

(33)

which coincides with the modified Cramer–Rao lower bound
(MCRB) [19]. This fact confirms the satisfactory quality of
the estimation process.

The analysis has been completed by simulations, taking into
account the presence of phase jitter and measuring the mean
time between phase slips. Simulation results are discussed in
Section V.

B. Optimization Algorithm

Based on the results in Section IV-A, we are in the position
to select the loop parameters and in order to specify
the value of the loop noise-equivalent bandwidth for a
given value of the delay parameter Since, by fixing the
value of we have one equation (32) and two unknowns

and we exploit this degree of freedom to optimize the
transient response of the PLL in the presence of instabilities
of up- and down-conversion oscillators. Specifically, we are
concerned with short-term instabilities which manifest them-
selves as random rapid variations of the oscillation frequency
due to the thermal or mechanical stress of the components
or mechanical structures [12]. These transient phenomena of
short duration (comparable with the bit interval) and rare
occurrence over a long period may be properly modeled as
phase-continuous frequency offset steps.

The parameter which affects the system performance is
the relative frequency offset (normalized to the symbol
frequency where is the absolute frequency error. As
a consequence, this phenomenon may cause quite a serious
problem in low-data-rate systems. Furthermore, the higher the
carrier frequency, the larger is the frequency offset (for a given
oscillator stability). When such a type of instability occurs,
the receiver should possibly continue to detect information
symbols correctly. In this scenario, the loop parameters must
be optimized for given values of and in order
to maximize the amplitude of frequency steps which do not
induce data decision errors.

Neglecting thermal noise, we assume that the PLL is in its
linear operating condition because we require the absence of
data detection errors (lock-in condition). From results in the
previous section, in the absence of thermal noise, we may
consider As a consequence, we may define the
following transfer function:

(34)

where is the -transform of If the incoming signal
is affected by a frequency offset step beginning at time

(i.e., a ramp in the channel phase), one has

where is the frequency offset amplitude. The-transform of
the phase error evolution induced by the frequency offset
step is then expressed by

(35)

For each value of and our objective is to find the
loop parameters and which minimize the energy associated
with the transient phase error following a frequency step.
This energy may be expressed as [17]

(36)

We are then faced with a constrained optimization problem
in which must be minimized subject to a constraint
on the noise-equivalent bandwidth Using a Lagrange
multiplier, we minimize the function

for each value of and in which we are interested.
The resulting optimal values of the loop parametersand
versus and may be found in [18].

A final optimization step on the tentative decision delay
has been based on simulation results.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we consider a TFM signal [15] which is
well known to belong to the class of MSK-type signals (i.e.,

and In this case, the frequency pulse has
Fourier transform

for

elsewhere
(37)

where In the TFM case, the frequency
pulse may be truncated with good approximation to an interval
of duration with We assume in our
numerical results. Therefore, the length of is of

symbol intervals. However, we truncated the length of the
matched filter responses to 4 symbol intervals in order to limit
the delay as much as possible. Negligible degradation in
the BER has been observed as a consequence of this truncation.
The resulting value of delay is

Two receivers have been considered for the TFM format.
The first receiver is composed of two filters matched to the
pulses and for each signal dimension (i.e., the
real and imaginary parts of the baseband-equivalent received
signal) and a four-state Viterbi processor according to [8]. For
TFM, this receiver is practically optimal because the signal
power contained in the first two signal components is with
very good approximation equal to the total power [18]. The
value of in (26) is set to 2 because the receiver already
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contains the two filters needed for the generation of and
no performance improvement has been observed for
The second receiver is a symbol-by-symbol one composed
of a filter (for each signal dimension) matched to the pulse

(we assume a decision feedback equalizer
which minimizes the MSE taking into account intersymbol
interference and noise (with the feedforward filter composed
of two taps and a one tap feedback filter), and a threshold
detector. This receiver exhibits a performance degradation of
only 0.15 dB with respect to the optimal receiver at a bit-error
rate (BER) of

We also consider a quaternary 2RC modulation with
and frequency pulse

for

elsewhere.
(38)

In this case, the number of principal pulses is as
already pointed out in Section II. In principle, the necessary
number of matched filters would be However, due to
the similarity of pulses and negligible degradation
is implied by the use of an average filter for both pulses. As
a consequence, a total number of two filters for each signal
dimension is required1. The considered receiver is based on a
four-state Viterbi processor. In this case, the length of
is which corresponds to a delay of
the corresponding matched filter because of the assumed FIR
(finite impulse response) structure with 2 samples per symbol
interval (this assumption was also used for TFM).

The optimization algorithm described in Section IV has been
used to determine the loop parameter values for each value of

and
curves normalized to have been obtained by

computer simulation, and are shown in Fig. 3 for quaternary
2RC modulation and various values of and signal-to-noise
ratio. This figure shows that, if we consider only the first signal
component, the PLL performance may experience noticeable
degradations. However, no improvement can be obtained by
considering more than three components. Fig. 3 also shows
the -curve for and various signal-to-noise ratios.

curves for TFM, not reported here for lack of space,
practically coincide for and suggesting that
only a negligible performance improvement can be obtained
by assuming a more refined signal representation (i.e.,

These conclusions are also valid for other MSK-type
modulations we considered.

In Fig. 4, we show, for TFM modulation, the phase error
variance measured by computer simulation and compared with
the analytical result (33). The theoretical result is found to be
in good agreement with simulation.

The analysis has been extended with simulations in the
presence of phase jitter. For this purpose, we assume that the
phase of the received signal is modeled as a discrete-time
Wiener process

(39)

1The authors thank M. Morelli for suggesting this possibility of further
complexity reduction.

Fig. 3. Quaternary 2RC modulation:S-curve for various values ofEb=N0
and K:

Fig. 4. TFM modulation: phase error variance versusEb=N0 for
BEQT = 10

�3:

where are zero-mean independent Gaussian random vari-
ables with variance This model is frequently used for its
good agreement with experimental data [20]. We point out
that, for each signal-to-noise ratio, an optimal value of the
noise-equivalent bandwidth exists, which minimizes the bit-
error probability. For increasing values of the noise
yields a performance degradation; on the contrary, the PLL
capacity to track the phase jitter without losing lock improves.

Fig. 5 shows the BER versus of optimal and simpli-
fied coherent four-state Viterbi receivers for TFM modulation.
No performance degradation due to the reduced number of
states in the simplified receiver is observed. This figure also
shows the performance of four-state Viterbi receivers employ-
ing a decision-directed PLL in the presence of phase jitter
for different values of In this condition, the system with

exhibits the best performance. A similar analysis was
performed for the considered quaternary 2RC modulation. The
relevant results are shown in Fig. 6. First, we note that a minor
performance degradation of about 0.15 dB is exhibited by
the simplified four-state Viterbi coherent receiver with respect
to the optimal one (at a BER of In the presence
of phase jitter, the performance of the considered simplified
receiver with decision directed PLL is optimized for a tentative
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Fig. 5. TFM modulation: BER versusEb=N0 for coherent and PLL-based
Viterbi receivers withD0 = 2; various values ofd, and phase jitter with
�� = 0:7; 1:5�:

Fig. 6. Quaternary 2RC modulation: BER versusEb=N0 for coherent and
PLL-based Viterbi receivers withD0 = 1; various values ofd; and phase
jitter with �� = 0:7;1:5�:

decision delay In both Figs. 5 and 6, the value of
has been optimized by simulation for each value of
However, we have verified that this optimization is

not critical—the use of an average value of would
entail negligible degradation.

A simulation analysis of the acquisition time has also been
performed. The results of this analysis show that in worst cases
(initial phase errors corresponding to zeros with negative slope
of the -curve) the acquisition time is on the order of a few
tens of symbols only.

The mean time to slip (MTS) has also been analyzed. If the
incoming phase is constant, the PLL locks around the
equilibrium points with fluctuations caused

Fig. 7. TFM modulation: MTS versusEb=N0 for D0 = 2 and various
values ofBEQT: Receivers considered: four-state Viterbi receiver (black
marks) withd = 0 and symbol-by-symbol receiver (white marks).

by the noise A phase slip occurs when these fluctuations
move the PLL toward another equilibrium point, producing an
error (or a few) on data decisions. The MTS is the average
time between two successive phase slips. Fig. 7 shows, for
TFM modulation, the MTS versus for different values
of 50 phase slip occurrences have been used to measure
each value of MTS. As may be seen, the four-state Viterbi and
symbol-by-symbol receivers perform identically.

Fig. 8 shows the amplitude of maximum frequency steps
(normalized to the symbol frequency) versus

which the considered PLL can track without any decision
errors. These results are relative to 2RC modulation, and are
based on 100 independent simulation runs for each value
of and This simulation has been performed with

dB in order to separate the effects of thermal
noise from those due to the frequency step. As we can see, the
proposed optimization algorithm allows the PLL to perform
as well as an idealized PLL directed by correct decisions
(curve marked “known data”). An increase in makes
the PLL able to cope with larger frequency steps on the order
of Similar values of frequency step amplitude have been
observed for TFM, in which case the behavior of the Viterbi
and symbol-by-symbol receivers is practically identical.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a class of reduced-complexity detection and
phase synchronization schemes for multilevel CPM signals has
been presented, based on ML estimation and extended Laurent
representation. This representation is a powerful tool for the
design of reduced-complexity receivers.

We have first extended the results by Kaleh [8] to the case of
multilevel formats. The complexity of the resulting detection
schemes, expressed in terms of number of matched filters and
states of a Viterbi algorithm, is significantly reduced with
respect to that of optimal coherent receivers with negligible
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Fig. 8. Quaternary 2RC modulation:�maxT versus BEQT for
Eb=N0 = 30 dB; K = 3; andD0 = 1:

performance loss. As an example for a quaternary 2RC modu-
lation with a four-state Viterbi receiver is only about
0.1–0.2 dB worse than an optimal receiver with 16 states.

The structure of the proposed synchronization schemes is
an extension of a classical digital PLL for linear modulations.
The additional complexity necessary for its implementation
is moderate because this subsystem uses the same matched
filters necessary for data detection.

A theoretical performance analysis of the proposed synchro-
nization schemes has been performed. Computer simulation
has been used to confirm the theoretical results and extend
the analysis by considering robustness to phase jitter, mean
time between phase slips, and acquisition time. Based on this
analysis, a small number of signal components must be taken
into account in order to practically attain optimal performance.

A loop parameter optimization algorithm has been proposed
to effectively cope with the effects of frequency instabilities.
The resulting synchronization scheme is capable of tracking,
with no detection errors, instantaneous frequency offset steps
whose amplitude, normalized to the signaling frequency, is on
the order of 10 The optimized PLL performs as well as an
idealized PLL directed by correct decisions.

APPENDIX A

In this Appendix, we compute the-curve under the
assumption of correct decisions, i.e., From (28)
and (24), one has

(A1)

where Substituting (6) in (13) and the result
in (16), we may express

(A2)

where

(A3)

Using the independence between noise and information sym-
bols, we obtain

(A4)

In the case of MSK-type modulations, using (12), one has

(A5)

The derivative for yields (29).

APPENDIX B

In this Appendix, we approximately evaluate the power
spectral density of for the case of TFM modulation.
The same procedure may be applied to different MSK-type
modulations and extended to multilevel formats.

To approximately evaluate the power spectral density
in the steady state, we write in the form (see

Fig. 2)

(B1)

which holds under the assumption of a constant
based on the fact that varies slowly compared to

because of the limited values of Using (A2), we obtain
(again under the assumption of correct decisions)

(B2)

Introducing some approximations, it is possible to obtain an
analytical expression of To this end, we consider only the
first two signal components neglecting those with less power,
i.e., we let in (B2). The desired expression of is
obtained by subtracting (A5) to (B2), i.e., by eliminating from
(B2) the terms for and in the first term of the outer
sum and the terms for and in the second term of
the outer sum. We also neglect whose maximum value
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is the energy of the second signal component, and consider
only the significant samples of and We use
the properties (10)
and (11). After some algebraic manipulations, we obtain, for

(B3)

This expression allows us to compute the autocorrelation
sequence of Taking into account that the variance of
the imaginary part of is the autocorrelation
sequence may be approximated as

for (B4)

Finally, the power spectral density is computed by
Fourier transformation, and has the expression

(B5)

The value for (noting that is

(B6)

In the steady state the dominant term is represented
by thermal noise.
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